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Aim:This article presents a high level restorative methodology 

dependent on glue dentistry.  

 

Background:The reclamation of endodontically-treated teeth 

(ETT) has been broadly and questionably talked about in the 

dental writing, the majority of which prescribes cuspal 

inclusion of ETT to secure against potential tooth crack. The 

principle objective of moderate dentistry in overseeing ETT is 

to accomplish insignificantly intrusive readiness with maximal 

cuspal inclusion. The "endocrown" follows this reasoning. 

What's more, proximal caries with profound cervical edges are 

especially mind boggling to oversee clinically. Additionally, 

there are different clinical ways to deal with such difficulties, 

for example, putting a base of composite tar to coronally uproot 

proximal edges under circuitous fortified reclamations 

rebuilding efforts as known as profound edge elevation(DME) 

or coronal edge migration.  

 

Case description:This study is a clinical case report of an 

endocrown reclamation performed on ETT with broad coronal 

annihilation. In mix with the clinical methodology introduced 

here, a portion of the ETT with profound cervical edges were 

overseen by applying direct composite sap reclamation utilizing 

the DME procedure.  

 

End and clinical significance:The ideal treatment of ETT has 

been questionably talked about in the writing. In light of current 

proof, endocrowns can be viewed as a solid treatment 

alternative for tolerably mangled ETT. The accomplished glue 

monoblock framework lessens the requirement for full scale 

retentive calculation and gives an effective result and better 

style.  

 

Moreover, the DME method addresses another valuable 

treatment approach for patients with monetary limitations and 

those with higher danger of adverse results implying more 

intrusive surgeries. Consequently, it very well may be utilized 

in clinical circumstances with profound subgingival cervical 

edge where segregation with an elastic dam stays conceivable. 

In the clinical setting, it isn't unexpected to discover teeth that 

have lost piece of their construction, influencing in any event 

one of the proximal regions. It should be remembered that 

proximal caries with profound cervical edges are especially 

mind boggling to oversee clinically. Notwithstanding the 

deficiency of tooth structure, the sub-gingival position obstructs 

clinical administration. Consequently, remaking of such 

depressions is a test for the administrator from endodontic, 

remedial, and periodontal viewpoints. In spite of helpful fixing 

getting practically inaccessible in an extent of cases, most 

different cases are muddled by the shortfall of polish and the 

intricacy of the confinement. There are different. clinical ways 

to deal with such difficulties. One of these methodologies was 

introduced by Dietschi and Spreafico in 1998 and again by 

Magne in 2012, which was to put a base of composite tar to 

coronally uproot proximal edges under roundabout reinforced 

rebuilding efforts. This methodology, known as profound edge 

rise (DME) or coronal edge movement, is performed under 

elastic dam disconnection following the arrangement of a lattice 

framework, subsequently working with the production of 

arranged and very much positioned composite gum edges 

around here. The rebuilding of endodontically-treated teeth 

(ETT) has been broadly and disputably talked about in the 

dental writing. The greater part of the dental writing prescribes 

cuspal inclusion of ETT to secure against potential tooth crack. 

The principle objective of moderate dentistry in overseeing 

ETT is to accomplish insignificantly intrusive arrangement, 

with maximal cuspal inclusion. The "endocrown" follows this 

reasoning, with a roundabout fired prosthesis fixed to the 

depulped back tooth. It is moored to the inner part of the mash 

chamber and the hole edges, subsequently acquiring full scale 

and miniature mechanical maintenance by utilizing glue 

cementation. The idea of utilizing a radicular setup for the 

reclamation of a missing coronal structure isn't new. The 

primary investigation distributed on endocrown reclamation 

was led by Pissis in 1995. Notwithstanding, it was Bindl and 

Mörmann who named this therapeutic strategy endocrown in 

1999.

 

 


